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(Total for question 1 is 2 marks) 

2 Decrease 45kg by 12%. 

  …………………… kg
(Total for question 2 is 2 marks) 

Leave 

blank 1   A skater dress costs £45.

(a) Given that there is a 15% discount on the dress, what is the discounted price of dress?

£……………………

(1) 
A sales tax of 15% is to be paid on the discounted price.

(b) What is the cost of buying the dress?

£……………………

(1) 
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3 Janet bought a phone at 30% off. 

She paid £270 after discount.

Find the original price of the phone. 

£...............................

(Total for question 3 is 3 marks) 

4 Fionna uses 4.5 pounds of batter to bake a strawberry cake. 

She uses 24% less batter to bake a chocolate cake. 

How many pounds of batter does she use to bake a chocolate cake? 

.............................. pounds

 (Total for question 4 is 2 marks) 

Leave 

blank 
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5 Robert, John and Peter were given 3 equal lengths of rods. Robert 

cut his rod into pieces 42 cm long, John cut his rod into pieces 24 

cm long and Peter cut his rod into pieces 60 cm long. If there was 

no remainder in each case, what was the shortest length of rod 

given to each of them? 

 

6 Complete the table below. 

Leave 

blank 

(Total for question 5 is 3 marks) 

Fraction Decimal Percentage 

42.5 

0.876 

7/9 

(Total for question 6 is 3 marks) 

5 Anna gave her daughters Al, Belle and Stelle $240. 

Al kept 40% of the money. 

Belle got $25. 

How much did Stelle receive? 

$…………………… 

6 Increase 40 miles by 43%

 

...............................miles 
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7 Jane gained 30% of her body weight to achieve her target weight of 145 pounds. 

What was her weight originally? 

...............................pounds 

(Total for question 7 is 3 marks) 

Leave 

blank 

8 Jane uses some tiles with alphabets written on them to spell out the word BANANA 

 B  A  N  A  N  A 

She removes all ‘N’ tiles. 

What percentage of original tiles are left? 

(Total for question 8 is 2 marks) 

8 Decrease 712 kg by 24% 

…………………… kg 
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9 Jane spends £1200 on rent and groceries one month.

She spends 25% more on rent than on groceries. 

How much does Jane pay as rent? 

10 Olivia thinks of two numbers. The 
lowest common multiple (LCM) of 
the two numbers is 36. The highest 
common factor (HCF) of the two 
numbers is 3. Both numbers are less 
than 15. Write down two possible 
numbers that Olivia could be thinking 
of. 

Leave 

blank 

£...............................

(Total for question 9 is 2 marks) 

 

 

     

(Total for question 10 is 4 marks) 

10 The government aims to increase the salary of doctors by 14% and the salary of teachers by 30%. 

Doctors are originally paid $100,000 per annum. 

Teachers are originally paid $65,000 per annum. 

Work out the increase in the income of each. 

Doctors: $……………………… 

Teachers: $…………………….. 

……………………
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Leave  
blank 

Red Red 

Blue Green 

Complete the table below. 

Color Red Blue Green 

Fraction 

Percentage 

Decimal 

£..............................

(Total for question 11 is 3 marks) 

12 John runs around a circular track. 

He takes 126 seconds and 198 seconds respectively to complete two rounds along the track. 

What is the percentage increase in the time taken by John in his second run? 

............................... %
(Total for question 12 is 2 marks) 

11 A television worth £500 is offered at 25%

Television 
$500 

25% off

There is a sales tax of 12% on the sale price. 

What is the final cost of buying the television? 

……………………
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13 TThe LCM of two numbers is 130. The HCF of the same 

two numbers is 13. Both numbers are less than 100. Write 

down two possible numbers. 

Leave 

blank 

$................................ 

(Total for question 13 is 2 marks) 

14 Increase 7900 by 37.4% 

................................ 

(Total for question 14 is 1 mark) 

13 Anne paid $90 for a dress marked at 20% off the original price. 

What was the original price of the dress? 
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15 Stephanie buys a book in a sale for £19.20 . 
This sale price is after a reduction of 20%. 

Calculate the original price of the book 

£............................... 

(Total for question 15 is 2 marks) 

16 Lily buys a bicycle for £250. 

Each year the value of the bicycle decreases by 8% of its value at the beginning of that year. 

Calculate the value of Lily’s bicycle after 3 years. 

Give your answer correct to the nearest dollar. 

  £.................................. 

(Total for question 16 is 3 marks) 

Leave 

blank 
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17 The population of Dubai at the end of 2012 was 2.1 million. 
 This was predicted to increase at a rate of 6% each year. 

Calculate the predicted population of Dubai at the end of 2015 

……………………… milllion 

 (Total for question 17 is 3 marks) 

Leave 

blank 

18 The price of a large bag of compost is £8.40 
This is an increase of 12% on the price last year. 

Calculate the price last year. 

£............................... 

(Total for question 18 is 3 marks) 
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19 Anita buys a computer for £391 in a sale.

The sale price is 15% less than the original price. 

Calculate the original price of the computer.

£............................... 

(Total for question 19 is 3 marks) 

Leave 

blank

20 Last year Mukthar earned $18900. 

This year Mukthar now earns £19750.50

Calculate the percentage increase in his earnings. 

………………………… % 

(Total for question 20 is 2 marks) 
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